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The Keep Cup, a reusable cup for the takeaway espresso market. 
What a great idea: a 'green' product to make a difference, make one happy, and assist in performing the menial tasks that litter an otherwise hectic day. Or is it? Consumer decision-making is beginning to follow a distinctly 'green' trend, which is fantastic in principle but often contrived in reality. What does this mean for the designer who imagines, designs and creates these goods that cater for growing consumer demand in 'sustainability?' There lies the contradiction between designing for the consumption obsessed market and designing to the core principles of sustainability, where environmental, economic and social aspects are somewhat detached from a consumer driven market.

A designer in an appliance company designs a product for disassembly although there is no effective product stewardship scheme to collect the parts from reclaimed models.

According to Ezio Manzini, design theorist from the famed Politecnico di Milano, we have a crisis of the commons (common areas, goods, etc), a lack of contemplative time (a time poor existence, longer hours at work, etc), and most relevant to designers, a proliferation of remedial goods (Manzini 2003). The latter sees products solving every perceived problem imaginable. Whether it is a toothbrush that oscillates the plaque off in half the time, or a breakfast bar filling the five-minute bus ride, we have become increasingly, unconsciously used to products feeding our increasing wants, without a thought as to how that consumption impacts the environment. Last century, the raw materials consumed by one person in the US increased five fold (Matos and Wagner 1998).  This looks more ominous when combined with the fact that only around 15-20 % of the world is highly developed to a US or western style of consumption (UN, 2009). One approach is for design to lower the user's consumption, without degrading the consumer's experience. The question is whether the new breed of 'eco' products adds to the crisis, or makes a real difference.They may be adding to the crisis if the design method follows the 'rules of thumb' for that infiltrated the design community in last two decades. The reality is that these techniques do have potential to make a difference, but are often ineffective. Take design for disassembly. A designer in an appliance company designs a product for disassembly although there is no effective product stewardship scheme to collect the parts from reclaimed models. The design driven benefit is not delivered, rendering the methodology a waste of time. It is also well and good to reduce the weight of components and thus the embodied energy of the same appliance, however if the bulk of the impacts are generated during use from electricity (like an electric kettle), then the strategy most likely has negligible benefit in reducing environmental load. Likewise by making parts from commonised, recyclable materials, the likelihood is that there is no post consumer recycling stream or infrastructure in place to handle the majority of parts and materials, due to the commercial reality of recycling. This design for environment mentality has long been detached from the benefit it has aimed to deliver upon. 
There is a light at the end of this tunnel. There are ways to make a difference, and there is evidence these methods are filtering through the design world. Life cycle thinking or applying a 'whole systems' approach can make 'paradigm shifts' in the reduction of environmental impacts of a product or service, without reducing perceived quality, or increasing cost. 
As these ideas infiltrate design methodology, certain products shine as considered, sustainable shifts in the current 'wash of green'.
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Cheviot Bridge's sustainable wine packaging.
Cheviot Bridge
The romantics among us would never have thought Shiraz would prosper in a Tetra Pak, a packaging form traditionally reserved for juice and milk. However some producers such as Cheviot Bridge have, with a reduced packaging weight of almost 10 times a conventional bottle (unfilled). This dematerialisation enables huge embodied energy, carbon and water use reductions on the packaging, not to mention reduced haulage impact after filling (particularly for export, 1.05 kg rather than 1.5 kg per unit), and a smart palletisation shape for shipping and storage. The decision to move to a paper board packaging mode derived from extensive life cycle research, cost comparison and product testing (which funnily enough, contrary to some stigma, highlighted longer shelf life) to measure the potential benefits. The weight reduction, combined with an additional 250 mL of wine to the customer (the product is delivered in 1 L), delivers a quality driven outcome, with a raft of environmental and economic benefits due to life cycle thinking.
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Dyson's Airblade.

Dyson
James Dyson didn't go places by creating a better bag, he decided to create a cyclonic vacuum cleaner based on a saw mill, and the rest is history. This whole systems approach led Dyson to design highly efficient, miniature digital motors for the appliance market around ten years ago. The use life cycle impacts of an electrical appliance generally dwarf the respective material and manufacture impacts. This relates back to the energy, fuels and raw materials consumed in operation of an appliance. By identifying the original motor as a major contributor to inefficiency within the product system, an opportunity for a technology leap was found.  Carbon producing, large, heavy, inefficient, failure-prone, brushed motors were replaced by highly efficient, light, fast, small, digital ones. 
Last year saw the latest Dyson products incorporate a tiny Dyson Digital Motor (DDM) V2 resulting in substantial dematerialisation coupled with ergonomic weight benefits. Handheld vacuums were launched with the DDM, replacing the traditional carbon brushed motor. The cost difference between base models is negligible, while functional and environmental credentials have improved markedly. The new models are smaller and lighter, and remain almost half the weight of competitor machines. The DDM V2 size allows for high speed rotation, not achievable in larger, heavier motors. This produces around twice the power output at around half the weight of traditional motors, the new base model handheld pulling the same suction power as the previous model, using two less batteries.
The Dyson Airblade™, which incorporates the first iteration of the DDM, is the first hand dryer to earn the coveted Carbon Reduction Label from the UK Carbon Trust. This achievement relates back to efficiency and whole systems design. By reverting to a polymer chassis compared to aluminium on the first Airblade™ release, Dyson cut carbon emissions in raw material, product manufacture and transport by over half, however this is not the preeminent story. Airblade™ 'strips' the water off the hands, rather than heating air up and 'evaporating' water like a conventional warm air hand dryer. Airblade™ drops the drying time to around 10 seconds, as opposed to up to 30 seconds with competitors which use inefficient carbon brush motors and heated air. Things start to look substantially thrifty without even crunching the numbers.  In a press release, the comparison is up to 80% less energy used compared to traditional warm hand dryers (Carbon Trust 2010), which directly relates to carbon emission reductions. This giant gap in energy consumption, combined with product longevity, and a product stewardship scheme, delivers environmental benefits that directly reduce impacts in new Dyson models. 
[image: ]

The Keep Cup and its many color combinations.


Keep Cup: An LCA Case Study
Whilst operating a chain of cafés in Melbourne, Abigail and Jamie Forsyth saw a need and responsibility to address disposable packaging waste generated both to reduce environmental impacts and costs. They estimated that in Australia at least 500 million disposable cups are used and discarded each year with large numbers of adults in urban communities consuming a disposable coffee on a daily basis (National Coffee Association of America found that in 2007, 14% of adults in the United States drank gourmet coffee daily). Although disposable cups are a low margin, the wider impacts of the daily 'take away coffee set' seemed one problem that did not justify the convenience. Others have attempted to either incorporate Post Consumer Recycled (PCR) content or sell reusable products such as 'travel mugs' designed to keep coffee hot for hours. The former has issues with food regulations; the latter is cumbersome and impractical for the savvy, on-the-go consumer, not designed to fit the needs of quality café baristas. The duo engaged industrial design consultancy Cobalt Niche, with government funding, to create a solution dropping environmental impacts without reducing the consumer's experience. 

Although KeepCup is most likely not going to be recycled in the Australian context, the shift from disposable to reusable adds environmental credibility, significantly reduces waste, cuts the economics down to size, and enables a social shift.
The result was KeepCup, a reusable cup for the takeaway espresso market. It is the world's first barista standard reusable cup, consisting Polyethylene (PE) lid, Polypropylene (PP) cup, Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU) plug, and Silicone ring. It mimics the core geometry and functions of disposable paper cups, including coffee machine modularity, waterproofing, sip slot, lid, individual coffee detailing, and adds hand insulation (avoiding double cupping), steam plug, branding, and most importantly ergonomics to allow for convenience ie light weight, bag storable, etc. The concept has gained momentum, the cup used all over the Melbourne CBD, Australia, and now globally. 300,000 KeepCups have been sold in twelve months of trading, as adoption of the KeepCup by end users has generated revenue and costs savings for café owners. But is it really making a difference?
We did some research here at RMIT Centre for Design. Disposable paper cups (combined with a PE film) have little post consumer demand from reprocessors, and generally end up in Australian landfill. Although the KeepCup promotes recyclability, the fact still remains that the same system is more likely going to spit the various polymers it is made from to landfill, even if the components are separated by the consumer. With this in mind we modeled the 8 oz KeepCup (it is available in various sizes) against a comparable disposable paper cup using Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) methodology in a streamlined fashion. The functional unit was 1 take away coffee per day delivered to the consumer over a year, with the cups disposed of to landfill over or at the end of that period. We used raw material, manufacturing, transport, and end of life data from the Australian Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) 2009 and European Ecoinvent 2.0 database. Regional transport routes were considered (shipping from Asia for the disposable cup, lid, and the ring from the KeepCup, trucking from port to consumer), as well as tertiary packaging, and a wash cycle per use for the KeepCup, ranging from a quick rinse with warm water, a fully loaded dishwasher, half loaded dishwasher, and sink washing, the latter three with detergent. We also modeled coffee cultivation, production and brewing in Spain from a study out of Switzerland (Humbert, Loerincik et al. 2009) to see what bearing the KeepCup had in context to the 'whole product', or a 100 ml shot of coffee, delivered to the consumer (we assumed coffee grains were not landfilled). 
[image: ]

The results were determined using the LCA Australian Impact Method.  The KeepCup compared to the disposable paper cup (not including the coffee) depending upon the wash type (the sink seeing the smallest through to quick rinse seeing the biggest environmental impact reductions), sees a 71-92% reduction in global warming potential, a 71-95% reduction in water use, and a 95-96% reduction in landfill waste over the year. Although the 'take away latté set' consumer will still purchase the coffee whether in a disposable or reusable option, it is interesting to see how the previously stated savings compare when included with the impacts relating to coffee, which would in general dilute the savings of the container on its own. The KeepCup compared to disposable paper cup (including coffee) sees a 36-47% reduction in global warming, a  64-85% reduction in water use, and a 91-92% reduction in landfill waste annually. 

Although these are streamlined results using existing LCI data (a full LCAs may be more accurate, although often results are of a similar quantum), the figures indicate Keepcup would drastically reduce environmental impacts of consumers in drinking coffee, although in the grand scheme of things this would account for a very small proportion of a consumers overall impacts annually. This just seems like common sense, reusing rather than disposing, although this begs the question how the Keepcup strategy could apply to more resource intensive services such as heating, cooling, cooking, food, housing, and transport; if social rituals adapt. The KeepCup aesthetics are clean, and functionally it is thoughtfully designed, evident in the now global appeal. Although KeepCup is most likely not going to be recycled in the Australian context, the shift from disposable to reusable adds environmental credibility, significantly reduces waste, cuts the economics down to size, and enables a social shift, a welcome change for a society now used to throwaway culture.
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Paris Vélib bicycle rental system. Picture by austineven.

Paris Vélib
Wide spread change in avoiding behaviours that embody high consumption may be some way off. Design has been instrumental in delivering some of the first tentative steps in facilitating individual and community action in this respect. Take the Paris Vélib, a bike share program introduced in 2007 to promote cycling as opposed to other transport modes throughout Paris for short journeys. By diverting investment traditionally earmarked for carbon intensive transport modes, like more roads, a highly design oriented system delivers the low consumption alternative. If success is measured in use alone, 42 million rentals by 2009 speak loudly. The system works as a whole, with infrastructure, communications and servicing the key in delivering this success, producing a product that would continue to be used and reduce impacts inherent in other transport modes. 

Vélib is an elegantly integrated, cost effective design solution allowing users to enact behaviours needed if environmental impacts are to be reigned in, as well as reinvigorating the social fabric of the city.
The bikes, stands and 1451 bike stations (one every 300 meters) designed by JC Decaux stay true to core design principles of 'form follows function' and user centred methodology. Stations release only functioning bikes to users, a smart system alerting well resourced and mobile service staff of faults through diagnostic checks when bikes 'check-in'. This computer monitoring system is also used to monitor bike location for potential theft and station overloading, with bikes actively moved too and from understocked and overloaded stations. Locks guarantee integrated bike and station security. Bespoke components and economic deterrents dissuade potential thieves; with credit cards debited a deposit on a user's non return of a bike. Economic incentives also drive timely travel, with free bike use in the first half hour. Compared to short trip alternatives such as cars or public transport, this product driven system delivers substantial dematerialisation through lower embodied energy and shared amenities, as well as massive comparative drops in fuel and electricity use. Social interaction is generally inherent in the cycling fraternity; however this is also aided through infrastructure design (station layouts and convenience through sharing and station drops). Finally, the Vélib negates the problem of storage required when a bike is owned in a bustling city. Like any public system, there have been problems with vandalism and theft; however the success of the Vélib is evident as use patterns remain high and similar bike sharing schemes flourish across Europe, and are proliferating globally. 

Vélib is an elegantly integrated, cost effective design solution allowing users to enact behaviours needed if environmental impacts are to be reigned in, as well as reinvigorating the social fabric of the city. Vélib rejects the remedial with long lasting functional infrastructure, claims back the common in a shared public service, and provides amenities that go some way in reducing congestion and providing a convenient, communal conveyance that gifts back the free time Manzini believes we have long being lacking in our fast paced, consumer oriented urban existence. 
People are not going to stop consuming any time soon; however behavior will eventually need to shift if society is serious about being truly sustainable. In the interim, analyse the bigger picture, both as a designer and a consumer. So often designers get caught up in the details, but now stepping back and taking a life cycle and whole systems approach facilitates a future in delivering functional 'paradigm shift' benefits for a product, service, client, and the environment.  Ecological parameters are 'locked in' at the design stage, so designers can reduce impacts through materials, efficiency, or in some cases the grander scenario of changing consumer behavior.  Designing for low consumption, without increasing price or reducing quality is achievable, and presents a powerful and bright design landscape.  To achieve this, designers will have to draw upon their ability to combine technical skills in research, conceptualization, prototyping, and testing, with their greatest weapon, their creativity, because that's what they have done, and will always do best.
Acknowledgments to Thomas Blower (Dyson, UK), Hugh Cuthbertson (Cheviot Bridge), Abigail Forsyth (KeepCup), Andrew Carre (CfD), and Stephen Clune (CfD) 



 Simon Lockrey  is a Research Fellow at RMIT Centre for Design in Melbourne, his work primarily focusing on bringing practical experience to sustainability projects by engaging industry and wider community sectors in activities incorporating efficiency, life cycle thinking, whole systems design, and effective embedded sustainable design methodology.  Simon has worked as a Product Design Engineer both in Australia and Europe, covering all stages of the design process, crossing a large range of industries, with roles at design consultancies, commercial interior and furniture manufacturers, and is recently departed from multinational appliance company Dyson.  He continues in a design role as Director of Froth Design. 
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                    Great article, with some good examples of what I would call 'bridge' products (cup and hand drier), used until we can effectively change the 'consumers' behavior.

Like Alberto mentioned about the broom vs. the vacuum cleaner, we really don't need some of these products.  Why can't sit down and enjoy a coffee for 10 minutes, using a ceramic cup from the cafe, rather than hurrying off somewhere?

The bike system, however, is a more mature, community-oriented system.  I agree with Marc about ownership vs renting as far as taking care of the bikes and racks.  Perhaps the vandalism issue will change in time when people get more used to the idea of communal property.  I understand in many Chinese cities (and maybe Belgium?) there are racks of bikes without locks for anyone to use.

The real goal, for designers and community leaders, would be to change the name tag of people living in 'western' countries (USA in particular) from 'consumers' to 'stewards' of our environment and 'citizens' of our connected world.  This will be a long, long road.
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                    I completely agree Joe, in fact I have done some similar research on ceramic mugs, and you get a similar result.  Marketing is always a bitter sweet taste, however I suppose the difference here is the way the function and benefits are promoted, directly reducing waste by targeting consumers that by default purchase disposable options, hence the benefit is realised.  Unfortunatly, consumers of this nature often don't chance without a little marketing push!
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                        I have to say that the reasoning separating the KeepCup from the "cumbersome travel mugs" seems a little weak.  Maybe the Barrista's standards carry some weight for some, but I think there are plenty of other products which achieve the same reusable cup goal with equal functionality.  It seems to me to be a bit self-indulgent marketing.  "Our design is so good because others who've designed similar things aren't as cool looking."  The most important part about the design is actually just the idea they are trying to get across for people to use reusable cups.  I bet that any reusable cup could produce similar study statistics. 
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                    The only issue I have with the AirBlade is that it doesn't effectively deal with the water that collects at the bottom of the hand-drying area.  I've seen quite a few units that have become quite dirty-looking thanks to the water that collects in the bottom of the unit and drips down the sides.  Of course, this could be remedied by training the cleaning staff to clean that part specifically, but judging by the general state of some of the places I've seen these, I'd be happy just to have the normal things (eg: toilets, sinks, floors) washed properly, and these were relatively nice places (they had an Airblade afterall).

It's a small complaint, I know.  Otherwise, I'm always happy to see designers effectively reducing environmental impact when designing products.
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                    Some great case studies, I've always been fascinated by the air blade.
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                    Nice article. I think most of the cases used are great examples (I'm a fan of the rental bike system and the Keepcup), but I would avoid talking about Dyson Vacuums. There is no way they can be eco-friendlier than let's say, a broom (especially if it is an artisan-made piece like those you can find in many countries, made out of wood and natural fiber brushes). 

I think the Dyson vacuum cleaner is simply a product no one needs (at least not me and I'm sure neither millions of people), except from the physically impaired.

Two products made for the same purpose: cleaning the floor. But the wooden broom has a way smaller environmental impact (no need to run a LCA to figure it out: biodegradable materials, no electric energy required to function, minimal amount of parts, etc.), and it also makes me a more active user, instead of making me lazier. Not to mention aesthetics.

Then comes the price, I can pay $2.5 dollars for a wooden broom (in Mexico), and I would have to pay over $400 dollars for a Dyson vacuum (plus the electricity that it requires to work).  No brainer.
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                    Great article. Currently doing similar analysis for a university unit and as a result have become quite aware of 'embodied energies' etc. It's fantastic to see the real world 'paradigm shift' in swing.
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                    Certainly there have been issues with theft and vandalism, however this is generally the same with many types of public infrastructure.  The costs associated are relatively small in comparison to other amenities (ie train track repairs), evident in the uptake if these schemes globally, cost vs. benefits has been considered. Definitely an issue, apparently there is some crazy number pulled from the Seine each year!!
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                    Just for info, the Paris Velib Biking system costs over 3000 Euros per year per bike for repairs.

Could it be that for many users, if you don't own something you don't take care of it!
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                    The button that collates 4 pages per A4 in duplex mode?  I agree Ray, web is not eco-print friendyl!
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                    Great piece, great case studies. 

Re weak supply chains - there are some great examples of how companies have strengthened the supply chains by creating demand either internally or by collaborating with others. For example, Marks & Spencer started using low grade recycled PET fibre as cushion filling as it brought down the price of the high grade fibre they needed to make clothing. It can be done!
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                    It's great that these products are starting to emerge, where the heartbeat if the life cycle is considered, and function is considered paramount, thanks for the great link!!
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                    RE Dyson Airblade. This has to be our top seller at the minute. As with all Dyson products, some people love their unique design aspects and some think theyre just ugly. However, you cannot deny its affect on the hand dryer market. Despite not being the first of its kind on the market (the Mitsubishi Jet Towel was developed back in 1992 !) it created a revolution with its 'unique' method of drying hands. With this, it has greatly reduced the waiting times in public bathrooms hanging around a hand dryer (and less face it, the less time we can spend in a public toilet the better) and also reduced the carbon footprint surrounding hand drying, both in terms of wasted paper hand towels and old inefficient hand dryers... well done Mr Dyson.

See www.o3solutions.com for reviews of the Dyson air blade and its competing New Generation Hand Dryers, all with 'green ratings' demonstrating their environmental credentials
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